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Concert IV
Sunday, June 17, 2012, 7:00 p.m.
Rolling Hills Covenant Church
2222 Palos Verdes Drive North
Rolling Hills Estates

The Norris Foundation Concert
PROGRAM

Celebrating Debussy:
150 Years Old
Fauré

Pavane

Tchaikovsky

Violin Concerto
Michelle Tseng, Soloist
Winner, 2012 Knox Performance Competition
Debussy
Debussy

Syrinx
Beth Pfleuger, Flute
La Mer
CONCERT DETAILS

Symphony Association members admitted at 6:00.
Center-section priority seating is reserved for
members at the Patron level and above.
Concert Preview by Maestro Berkson at 6:15.
General public admitted at approximately 6:50.
After the concert, the audience is invited to
Carlson Hall for a reception for the Knox
Competition and Rips Scholarship winners.
Gary Berkson will also be there and you will
have an opportunity to ask him questions and
provide comments.

Editor: Kenneth Gash

or the past twenty years, the fourth
concert of each season has been
generously supported by The
Kenneth T. and Eileen L. Norris
Foundation. The Chairman of the
Foundation is Ms. Harlyne K. Norris, a
resident of Rolling Hills and a long-time
supporter of the Symphony and its activities.
The support provided by the Norris
Foundation has contributed significantly to
our ongoing growth and success in fulfilling
our mission to provide excellent concerts of
free classical music to our community. On
behalf of our audience and members, the
Board of Directors of the Peninsula
Symphony Association extends our heartfelt
thanks to Harlyne and the Norris Foundation
for their continuing support.

F

Music Preview
Gabriel Fauré (1845-1924)
Although Fauré was
one of the foremost
French composers of
his generation, and his
musical style influenced
m an y 2 0 t h -c e n t u ry
composers, very little of
his large musical output
has survived to this day.
What has survived
forms a small but enlightening glimpse of the
changes that took place in music from the
end of Romanticism to the modernism of the
twentieth century. When he was born,
Chopin was still composing, and by the time
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of Fauré's death, jazz and the atonal pieces
of the Second Viennese School were being
heard.
When Fauré was only eleven years old, he
was enrolled in the School of Classical and
Religious Music in Paris. As he later
described it, “the regime was austere, the
rooms gloomy, the food mediocre, and the
required uniform elaborate.” The music
instruction was excellent and Fauré became
a pupil (and lifelong friend) of Camille SaintSaëns. After eleven years, during which time
he won many musical prizes, Fauré
graduated as a Laureate in organ, piano,
harmony, and composition.
After graduation, Fauré took a low-paying job
as an organist and supplemented his income
by giving “countless piano lessons.” After
being fired from this position for a “lack of
religious conviction,” he spent a few months
as assistant organist at another church
before he volunteered for military service at
the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian war in
1870. Eventually, he returned to Paris and,
through a succession of positions, with help
from St. Saëns, became the organist at the
magnificent Église de la Madeleine. In 1896
he was appointed as a professor in the Paris
Conservatory of Music. Among his pupils
were Maurice Ravel, George Enescu, and
Nadia Boulanger. He later became the head
of the Conservatory. Like another famous
composer, Fauré became increasingly deaf
during the last twenty years of his life.
Today, his best known compositions are the
Requiem and the Pavane. In a letter to his
wife, the composer alludes to the creative
process involved in the genesis of his
Pavane, "While I was thinking about a
thousand different things of no importance
whatsoever, a kind of rhythmical theme in the
style of a Spanish dance took form in my
brain.... This theme developed by itself,
became harmonized in different ways,
changed and modulated; in effect, it
germinated by itself." Thus was born a
beautiful and enduring composition that we
will hear our orchestra perform on Sunday.
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Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840-1893)
After only two
and-a-half
months of his
disastrous
marriage to a
former student,
T ch a ikovsky,
left Russia for
a time, to settle
in a quiet
Swiss village
where he attempted to take up serious
composition again. March of 1878 found him
plodding along on a piano sonata, but he
was interrupted by a visit from his former
student and friend, violinist Yosif Kotek.
Kotek brought with him a large quantity of
music for them to read through, including
Lalo's tone poem for violin and orchestra,
Symphonie Espagnole. Tchaikovsky was
inspired by the work's "freshness, lightness,
piquant rhythms, of beautiful and excellently
harmonized melodies." Within days he was
busy at work on his Violin Concerto, taking it
from sketches to final orchestration in less
than one month. Tchaikovsky dedicated the
piece to virtuoso Leopold Auer, the
concertmaster in St. Petersburg, whom
Tchaikovsky hoped would introduce the
work to the musical world. Auer refused, and
the debut was given three years later with
Adolf Brodsky and the Vienna Philharmonic
conducted by Hans Richter. Brodsky was
prepared to perform this demanding work,
but the orchestra was not. The performance
was not a success and the critic Eduard
Hanslick wrote a vitriolic diatribe which
Tchaikovsky was able to recite for the rest of
his life. In it, Hanslick described the concerto
as “music that stinks to the ear.”
Very quickly thereafter, the concerto was
enthusiastically accepted and received a
successful Russian premiere. In time, Auer
came around and taught it to his students, a
whole generation of violin virtuosos including
Heifetz, Elman, Zimalist, Seidel, Milstein,
Dushin, Shumsky, and others. Admiration
for the concerto by violinists and the public
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alike has guaranteed its permanent place in
the repertory.
Following an elegant orchestral opening, the
violin leads off with the first of three
wonderfully rich and flowing melodies-gracious, playful and fervent. Throughout the
first movement, the orchestra serves as a
most collaborative partner. In addition to the
short opening it is given only two other fullorchestra passages--an extended introduction
to the development section and a short
section just prior to the cadenza. The
cadenza, Tchaikovsky's own, explores new
themes as well as providing requisite technical
difficulties, then overlaps the solo flute which
brings us back to the main theme. While the
first movement exudes unabashed
romanticism, the last two seem to underscore
the composer's homesickness for his native
land. The winds introduce the second
movement, a song form consisting of a
Slavonic melody, followed by a tuneless
melancholic. The violin leaves us on a
questioning note, while orchestra finishes the
movement leading, with no break, into the
finale. The last movement is full of ebullient
high spirits--even when its momentum is
slowed down by two lyrical episodes. The
dance like theme of the movement recurs both
times and ultimately brings the concerto to a
whirlwind close.
Claude Debussy (1862-1918)
Debussy was born in St-Germain-en-Laye,
France. He entered the Paris Conservatoire at
the age of ten, where he both excelled and
startled professors with his defiance; he would
reportedly sit at the
piano and play
chords that rejected
all the textbook
rules. Like many
composers before
and
since,
Debussy's work
was greatly inspired
by poetry, and the
composer was also
friends with many of the day's poets.
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In 1894, Debussy created a symphonic poem
for orchestra entitled Prélude à l’aprés midi
d’un faune, based on a poem of that name by
Stéphane Mallarmé. This piece is considered
a turning point in the history of music.
Composer and conductor Pierre Boulez
dates the beginnings of modern music from
this composition.
Two aspects of musical style especially
favored by Debussy are his use of
chromaticism and his handling of orchestral
color. Chromaticism is the use of the entire
twelve tones of the musical scale and had
been one of the main musical means to
express sensuality at least since Wagner's
Tristan und Isolde, a work that exerted a
decisive influence on the young Debussy.
But Debussy's use of chromaticism is more
subdued and less goal-oriented than
Wagner's. The harmonic colorations Debussy
introduced and developed, so familiar to us
today, were quite revolutionary when
audiences heard them for the first time.
Debussy's personal life was quite turbulent.
In 1904, he moved in with a married woman,
Emma Bardac, with whom he was having an
affair. This action prompted his wife Lily to
attempt suicide. However, he remained with
his mistress, ultimately marrying her in 1905
after she divorced her husband. Debussy
wrote his famous Children’s Corner for their
daughter Claude Emma (Chou Chou).
Coincidentally, Gabriel Fauré (who was
married at the time) had an affair with the
same woman, Emma Bardac in 1902 and he
wrote his Dolly Suite for Emma’s daughter,
Hélène.
As you listen to his music at the concert,
think of these words from Debussy:
“There is no theory. You have only to listen.
Pleasure is the law. I love music
passionately. And because l love it, I try to
free it from barren traditions that stifle it. It is
a free art gushing forth—an open-air art,
boundless as the elements, the wind, the
sky, the sea. It must never be shut in and
become an academic art.”
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Michelle Tseng

Teacher Association National Violin
Competition, senior division; Orange County
Performing Arts Center named her
“Tomorrow’s Star” in 2008; Rio Hondo
Symphony’s “Young Artist of the Year” in
2010; and Los Angeles Music Center
honored her as one of the Grand Prize
winners in the 2009 Spotlight Awards.
Michelle also takes pleasure in playing the
piano, attending local music concerts, and
bringing her music to charity organizations
and local churches.

Past Events
Third Concert

The winner of the Edith Knox Performance
competition and soloist for the final concert of
the season is Michelle Tseng, a twenty-year
old virtuoso from Huntington Beach.
Michelle started studying piano at the age of
4 and violin at the age of 6. She made her
solo debut playing with Orange County Junior
Orchestra when she was 13 years old. She
has performed as a soloist with various
orchestras ranging from USC Symphony,
Downey Symphony, Rio Hondo Symphony,
Torrance Symphony, and South Coast
Symphony. Tseng won the USC concerto
competition as a freshman, and her
acclaimed performance was broadcast on
KUSC 91.5.
In the past two summers, she attended
Aspen Summer Music Festival and
International Music Academy at Pilsen in the
Czech Republic both on full scholarships, and
was selected to give various recitals in Aspen
and Prague.
Michelle is currently a senior at the University
of Southern California where she studies with
Professor Alice Schoenfeld. Recent awards
include: First Place winner of American String

The third concert of the current season was
unusual in the sense that it contained only
two pieces. In his pre-concert talk, Maestro
Berkson explained his reasons for
structuring the concert this way and then
spent almost the entire lecture providing a
detailed and entertaining analysis of the Ives
symphony. At intermission I heard a number
of audience members commenting on how
much they enjoyed the work that they
thought they might dislike.
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The second half of the program consisted of
the magnificent Second Piano Concerto of
Johannes Brahms with Esther Keel as
soloist. In this concerto, the orchestra is not
merely the accompanist to the soloist but is a
full collaborator in a grand work of symphonic
proportions. Ms. Keel negotiated the
extremely difficult technical demands of the
music with both power and finesse, while the
orchestra provided a beautifully balanced
partnership.
After the concert, members of the audience
remained behind to participate in a lively
and informative question-and-answer
session with Esther Keel and Gary
Berkson.
Special thanks to Esther for volunteering
her time and energy to visit three
elementary schools--Carr Elementary,
L om ita Math/Science Ma g n et an d
Eshelman--where she presented a lively
introduction to classical music
demonstrated by some wonderful piano
playing.

Thanks to our Supporters
At the end of each season, we take the
opportunity to express our appreciation to all
of the organizations and individuals who
donated their time and money, without which
we would not be able to provide our
exhilarating concerts. I have tried, in the
following lists, to thank every person and
organization, and I apologize in advance for
any error or omission.
Our primary supporters are the almost 500
members of the Peninsula Symphony
Association, whose donations (in the form of
Symphony Association memberships),
provide the majority of the funds needed for
operations. In addition, many of our members
belong to the Friends of the Peninsula
Symphony. These volunteers have annually
raised up to $20,000 to augment the
membership donations!
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This year we also were gratified to receive
special donations from several individual
members. One of the donors, who prefers to
remain anonymous, gave $11,000 and
another, Chiyoko Sudario, presented the
Peninsula Symphony Association with a
check for $10,000. We sincerely thank these
and other members who choose to support
the symphony beyond their membership
levels.
Our beautiful Program Book contains
advertisements from over eighty local
organizations and businesses who provide
much-needed support. You can find their
names listed on page 54, and we encourage
you to patronize these supporters.
There are a large number of organizations
and individuals that have provided services
or donated money:
Opus Bank, Boeing, City of Rolling Hills,
City of Rancho Palos Verdes, City of
Torrance, CMS Design Portraiture,
County of Los Angeles Supervisor Don
Knabe, Daily Breeze, MorganStanleySmithBarney, Edler Realty Center, Harbor
College, Malaga Bank, Kenneth T. and
Eileen L. Norris Foundation, Law Offices
of Conover and Grebe LLP, Palos Verdes
Peninsula News, Peninsula People,
Peninsula Seniors (Maryann Rimoin),
Marshall and David Rips Fund
This year’s Edith Knox Performance
Competition had the largest audience ever.
If you were not there, please plan to attend
next year. The prize money for the finalists
was provided by the generous donations of
the Competition Angels: Duane Conover,
Dr. and Mrs. William Horowitz, Betty
Belsky, Bob Coffey, Larry and Roberta
Dumas, Jackie Crowley, Midge and Jack
Trost, Lee Dorsey, Lester and Pearl Kim,
Robert and Helene Reid, and Carol and
Roger Schamp.
Duane Conover, the Performance
Competition Chair also thanks the dedicated
volunteers who helped him this year. They
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are: Ken Gash (MC), Kay Yamada (Artists’
Coordinator), Helene Reid (Office
Coordinator), Carol Schamp (Publicity),
Jeffrey Yakubik (Staff Asst.), Jackie
Crowley, (Receptions), Charles Kraus,
Marion Ruth, Roger Schamp, and Jack
Trost.
Finally, we thank everyone who made
donations to one of the designated accounts
that were created to fund specific activities
managed by the Peninsula Symphony
Association. These include: the J. William
Finkel Concert Quality Endowment (helps
fund extra rehearsals and other quality
improvements), the Elizabeth Holborn Chair
(helps pay the cost of the concertmaster), the
Julian Spear Chair (helps pay the cost of the
principal clarinetist), the Marshall and David
Rips Fund (helps pay for the Rips
scholarship), the Edith Knox Fund and the
Mimi Horowitz Fund (both of these help
cover costs of running the Performance
Competition). Everyone is encouraged to
contribute to these accounts to both honor
the named individuals and help us continue-and eventually expand--these activities.

Thanks to Our Volunteers
Time is a precious commodity, and dozens of
individuals in our community donate large
portions of their time as volunteers to enable
the Peninsula Symphony to operate.
The Peninsula Symphony Board of Directors,
listed on Page 51 of the Program Book, are a
group of multi-tasking volunteers who, in
addition to managing the operational and
fiscal affairs of the organization also do many
of the tasks that might be done by paid
employees. As you read the names of
volunteers below, note how many of them are
on the Board.
Thanks to those who served as ushers at the
concerts: Elsa and Bert Wertz, Jim Jones,
Corwin White, Jackie Crowley, Dick
Chaussee, Mary Graff, Ginny Bleier, Wally
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Christmas, Roger Schamp and Carole
Low.
Thanks to the volunteers who helped us with
intermission refreshments at the concerts:
Jane Jones, Joan Ballreich, Virginia
Butler, Jackie Crowley, Les Fishman,
Nancy Mahr, Hugh Pendleton, Marion
Ruth, Lilli Tom, Midge and Jack Trost,
Sue Williams, Kay and Paul Nibarger,
Faye Schwartz, George Camisa, Mary
Chunko, Marilyn Camisa, Flora Hummel
and Jean Shriver.
Our Program Book is created through the
efforts of the following: Nancy Mahr (Editor)
and Jackie Crowley (Advertising), Steve
Ozawa, Design EDGE (the Program Book
Art Director, who provided design and
printing assistance), Helene Reid (who
handled Symphony Association office
support), Chris Stillians, CMS Design
Portraiture (who did the cover photography –
and some of the interior photos too), Sue
and Larry Andrews, Ken Gash (who also
provided photography), and Carole
Westberg (who continues her many-year
effort of writing our program notes).
For each concert, publicity flyers must be
printed and distributed, detailed inserts are
printed and inserted in the program books
and the books must be stored and retrieved.
We thank the volunteers who do these
tasks: Ken Gash, Helene Reid, Jack and
Midge Trost, James and Margaret
Vuncanon, Neville Howarth, Jane Copper,
Charlie Shriver, Eugene McAdoo, Carol
and Roger Schamp, George Bender,
Bruce Erickson, Brendon Bond, Bert
Wertz and Chuck Klaus.
We also thank the organizations that either
allow us to place flyers at their facilities or
help us distribute flyers to the community.
These include: Amuse Music, The
Canterbury, Harbor College, Marshall
Music, Palos Verdes Estates City Hall,
Peninsula Seniors, Rancho Palos Verdes
City Hall, Rolling Hills City Hall, Rolling
Hills Covenant Church, Rolling Hills
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Estates City Hall, Palos Verdes Library, St.
Luke’s Presbyterian Church, Torrance City
Hall, Torrance Library, San Pedro Library,
First Presbyterian Church of San Pedro
and 15th Street Elementary School in San
Pedro.
This year we had a grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts which supported the
soloist fee for Esther Keel, musical
presentations by Ms Keel at three Title 1
schools, and the bringing of children from
Eshelman Elementary School to enjoy the
orchestra’s music at the dress rehearsal for
our last concert. Among the volunteers who
helped with this were: John Copper, Ken
Gash, Nancy Wilcox and Mona Gifford from
the Symphony Association as well as Richard
Peterson, principal at Carr Elementary in
Torrance,
Helene Webster, magnet
coordinator at Lomita Math/Science Magnet
School, Rhonda Pannell, principal at
Eshelman and Connie Acosta, assistant
principal and Mr Ali, music teacher who
chaperoned the Eshelman students.
There are many others who provide time and
expertise, among whom is Bruce Erickson
who maintains www.pensym.org Website
(which you should visit often), and the staff at
Rolling Hills Covenant Church, especially
Ellynn-Marie Artuccio and Ken and Diana
Bauma and Mark Cramer, stage manager.
A SPECIAL THANKS goes to Midge and
Jack Trost who regularly miss much of
each concert so that they can provide the
coffee and refreshments for the audience
during intermission.
Finally, I thank those people without whom I
could not have done this job - my proof
readers, contributors, folders and mailers, and
critics: Helene Reid, Faye Schwartz, Jane
Jones, Anita Gash, John Copper, Jim
Vuncanon, Eugene McAdoo, George
Bender, Brendon Bond, Roger and Carol
Schamp, and Charlie and Jean Shriver.
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Summer Pops Concert
July 22, 2012, 4:30 p.m.
Rolling Hills Covenant Church
2222 Palos Verdes Drive North
Rolling Hills Estates
Fiddle-Faddle by Leroy Anderson
“On the Trail” from The Grand Canyon
Suite
by Ferde Grofé
Selections from “Porgy and Bess” by
George Gershwin
The Carousel Waltz by Richard Rodgers
Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller
Selections from “The Wizard of Oz”by
Harold Arlen
Selections from “West Side Story” by
Leonard Bernstein
“America the Beautiful” by Samuel Ward
Conducted by Wayne Abravanel

2012 - 2013 Concert Schedule
A full schedule for the exciting fourth
season of the orchestra under the
direction of Maestro Gary Berkson will
be available at the Membership Desk
at the June 17 concert. Gary has
prepared a wonderful program with
soloists at all four concerts. Be sure
to get one, read it and then renew or
upgrade your membership.
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Contact Information
Any questions or requests about the Peninsula Symphony, the Peninsula Symphony
Association, Symphony Sounds, or the Friends of the Peninsula Symphony should be sent to
the Peninsula Symphony Association office. We will route your message to the appropriate
person.
The Peninsula Symphony Association
Post Office Box 2602
Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 90274
The office is normally staffed from 9:00 to noon on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. You may
call at any time (310-544-0320) and leave a message on our answering machine, but phone
replies will usually be made only during normal staffing hours. You can e-mail us at
music.pensym@verizon.net. General information about the Symphony (current season
schedule, etc.) can be found on our website (www.pensym.org).
Other contacts are:
Peninsula Symphony Association President, Kenneth B. Gash
310-541-3516 kgash@cox.net
Friends of the Peninsula Symphony, Mona Gifford, Chair
310-377-7711 monagee@cox.net
Music Director/Conductor, Gary Berkson conductor.pensym@verizon.net

